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Since its origin, nearly 60 years ago, Ormco has 
been focusing on innovation and education to 

support all schools of thoughts in 
orthodontics. Faithful to its missions and its 
historical values, Ormco is always open to 
the world and makes sure that knowledge 
and expertise are shared amongst 
orthodontists and by promoting international 
exchanges.

For its 3rd edition, Ormco has decided to host 
its 2019 India Symposium in Mumbai from 15th 

to 17th of Sept 2019.

Ormco Symposiums have always offered stimulating, leading edge education 
delivered by the most respected and visionary clinicians & consultants in the 
profession from all over the world. This year�s Symposium theme  "Simpli�ed 
Orthodontics" re�ects a commitment to making these learning experiences 
even more impactful by capitalizing on the power of collaboration.

"3rd India Symposium" opens the dialogue, delivering session leaders that 
will not only speak to you during presentations, but speak with you during 
the various workshops sessions that we are adding for this 2019 edition.

We are bringing a panel of international and national speakers to share with 
Indian orthodontists their experiences with Damon system and applying this 
in Indian context.

Topics will include understanding the passive self-ligating system Damon, 
and its applications in various clinical situations relevant to India and 
combining its use with other appliances like Class II & TADs.

For those new to the system, this 3rd India Symposium will provide you 
everything that you need to get started. For experienced Damon users, you 
will see and hear the latest information and advancements and you will be 
able to select the workshops �tting the best to your expectation.

See you in Mumbai!

- Xavier Cherbavaz

VP Global Sales Ormco Corp

My heartiest Namaskara to 
orthodontists in India.

Ormco worldwide has 
been a leader in 
orthodontic business due 
to its focus on 
innovations and 
education. Over the years 

we had introduced 
advances in self-ligating to 

conventional products. India 
is a high-growth country for us 

and we remain focused with emphasis 
in bringing world-class products and scienti�c leaders. 
We seek to create a platform where ideas between Indian 
and international orthodontists can be exchanged.

rdIn this series, we are happy to unveil the 3  edition in 
Mumbai this September, where 2 international and 5 
national speakers will present their work on the theme of 
�Simpli�ed Orthodontics� and how various Ormco 
products can help achieve great results in simple ways.

Apart from the main sessions, we will also have 
workshops on varied themes led by the international and 
national faculty.

We would also like to encourage post-graduate students 
to participate in activities aimed at recognizing the 
emerging orthodontic talent in the country.

rdPlease come and attend the 3  India Symposium at the 
Rennaisance Convention Centre Mumbai to share ideas 
and experiences with fellow professionals.

Looking forward to seeing you in Mumbai!

- Bryan Loo
VP & GM of Dental Platform, APAC
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Lack of 3D control is one of the main reasons that keeps orthodontist from optimal outcome results.

The aim of this presentation is to demonstrate through a wide variety of clinical situation presented step by 
step �WHEN & HOW� to combine the Damon mechanics with the most recent TAD�s protocols to reach 
enhanced facial balance and beautiful �nishes for every case. Over this lecture Dr Ellouze will address 
important topics such as:

� How to extract less and yet to respect both facial aesthetic and the perio.

� How to deal with maximum accuracy with asymmetrical cases and achieve optimal aesthetic.

� How to optimize the mandibular response in retrognathic class II cases.

� Management of severe class III without surgery and more.

Take control of your cases: An ef�cient approach!

Dr Skander Ellouze
International Speaker 

A clinically driven presentation utilizing a step-wise process of treating multiple cases to a level 
expected of an elite professional

This presentation is intended for those with an intermediate to advanced understanding of passive self-
ligation mechanics, and are looking to re�ne their skill set to deliver high quality �nishes. The seminar will 
focus on advanced planning and mechanics for facially driven results, trouble shooting skills, clinical 
ef�ciency, extraction cases and more. Dr Bicknell will review the mechanics for success with passive self-
ligation, case planning approaches, torque selection, space creation through arch development, space 
closure, �nishing, Class II considerations, and more. Key topics covered:

� Diagnostics and the expanded planning possibilities with light-force PSL mechanics.

� Distinct yet simple protocols for treating in a passive system

Excellence by Design

Dr Michael Bicknell
International Speaker 

Speakers @ Symposium



Your Practice. Our Priority.

Prof Gurkeerat Singh
MDS (Ortho.), M. Orth

As Orthodontists, we are well aware that decreasing treatment duration will not just increase patient acceptance to 
the proposed treatment but will add to the foot fall in our practices. Experimentally, both invasive and non-invasive 
methods have been used to decrease treatment duration. Claims of success rate in most cases range from 10 to 
40% depending upon the method as well as the author. At times controversial, yet most of these methods are 
primarily experimental and usually never brought into day to day practice and hence are of no consequence to an 
average clinician.

Now if we were to propose certain clinical protocols which would decrease treatment duration, would they be 
adopted by the practicing orthodontist?

The presentation aims at showcasing cases which were �nished within 12 to 14 months and are aimed at 
establishing clinical protocols which will aid in correction of malocclusions relatively faster.

Orthodontic Treatment Under 12 Months: Treatment ef�ciency or Luck

Dr Abhisek Ghosh
MDS Orthodontics, FAGE

In more than a century of existence of orthodontic science, there have been many a landmarks in its evolution, but 
very few can match the clinical impact made by the variable torque, versatile, self-ligation appliance and the 
temporary anchorage devices.

A combination of the versatile appliance system and the TADs have brought about a renaissance to the �eld of 
orthodontics with its concept of absolute anchorage for the past decade. It�s an added armamentarium in the 
hands of an experienced clinician to overcome new clinical challenges, convert even borderline surgical cases into 
non-surgical and even re-treat orthodontic failures.

Although not an easy task, but with renewed concepts and added technology, it is de�nitely the way forward to the 
future. No appliance system is perfect, so both these together can complement each other in overcoming the 
minor loop holes and going beyond boundaries in achieving the ultimate goal of �Excellence�.

Variable Torque Mechanics

Orthodontics as a speciality is slowly progressing towards treatment of mild to moderate problems using non 
extraction approaches. Patients in the Indian scenario frequently present with extensive crowding, increased 
overjet and deep bites. Class II correction of retruded mandibles with arch expansion to align the dentition is 
frequently required in such cases.

The Damon system is uniquely poised to enable non extraction therapy in a signi�cant number of patients due to its 
feature of lateral arch development. Additionally, use of passive self ligating appliances like Damon also produce 
positive changes in the airway post treatment. This unique facet of the Damon appliance will be highlighted in the 
presentation with a series of cases. Additionally, the AdvanSync2 Class II corrector helps in lower jaw relocation 
with positive effects on the airway. The importance of airway assessment and the positive effects of passive self 
ligation and Class II correctors on airway dimensions will be highlighted.

The Airway and Passive self ligation - Symbiosis at its best

Dr Prasad Chitra
MDS, M Orth RCS (Edin)

Dr Anmol S Kalha, osre
MDS, Prof Emeritus

Less is more and the need to simplify orthodontics was never more relevant than today. An age centric diagnosis, 
clear de�nition of the problem, simpli�ed treatment plans and lines, optimized appliances are the only answers to 
the increasingly complex and compromised occlusions that the adults bring into your work place. Reducing costs 
comes from improving clinical competencies and ef�ciency. In the frenetic fast pace sometimes, the answers to 
complexity will lie in the three S�s: Stop, Slow down, Step back. This presentation will help piece together the 
various elements of clinical ef�ciency that will de�ne this unique forum.

Simpli�ed Orthodontics

To quote Dr. Alan Bagden-�The balance of the forces of the tongue, lips, cheeks and oro-facial musculature are 
what create the natural arch form associated with the Damon System. The arch form used in the preformed arch 
wires is the average arch form that Dwight Damon discovered after analyzing hundreds of �nished cases. However, 
it is the balance of the musculature, NOT the force of the wire that dictates the arch form. The wire merely guides 
the movement of the teeth into the arch form which is created as a result of the above mentioned oro-facial 
musculature balance�.

The above lines are the soul of Damon System. Using Damon brackets and wires, but employing traditional 
mechanics will allow for getting partial bene�ts of the passive ligation system. There is a full complement of bracket 
torque selections, wire selections as well as additional auxiliaries which allow the clinician to utilize the system to 
its full extent. The most important component of the system is however, the education of the doctor in 
understanding the shift in mechanics and treatment philosophy of the Damon System. Without question, the most 
critical variable which determines the success of treatment with Damon System is the clinician himself.

Damon System & Arch Development

Dr C S Ramachandra
MDS (GDC-Bengaluru)
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Sunday September, 15th  2019 

Program Schedule

8.00-9.00am  : Registration & Welcome 
Coffee

9.00-9.30am  : Inauguration
9.30-10.00am : Dr Anmol Kalha

Simpli�ed Orthodontics
10:00-11.00am  : Dr Gurkeerat Singh

Orthodontic Treatment 
Under 12 Months: 
Treatment ef�ciency or 
Luck

11.00-11.15 am : Tea Break
11.15-12.00 noon : Dr Prasad Chitra

The Airway & PSL � 
Symbiosis at its best

12.00-1.00 pm : Dr Michael Bicknell
Excellence by Design

1.00-1.45 pm : Lunch Break
1.45-3.15 pm  : Dr Michael Bicknell

session continues
3.15-3.30 pm : Tea Break
3.30-5.00 pm  : Dr Michael Bicknell

session continues
5.00-5.30 pm : Finishing Par Excellence 

with Damon � Contest 
Chaired by Dr Pravin 
Shetty

7.30 pm onwards : Meet & Greet - Gala 
Dinner

Monday September, 16th  2019 

8.30-9.00 am : Welcome Coffee
9.00-10.00 am : Dr C S Ramachandra

Damon System & Arch 
Development

10.00-11.00 am : Dr Abhisek Ghosh 
Variable Torque 
Mechanics

11.00-11.15 am : Tea Break
11.15-1.00 pm : Dr Skander Ellouze

Take Control of Your 
Cases: An Ef�cient 
Approach!

1.00-1.45 pm : Lunch Break
1.45-3.30 pm : Dr Skander Ellouze

session continues
3.30-4.00 pm : ysORmCO Quiz � Final 

Round
4.00-4.30 pm : Closing Ceremony

Awards to Speakers, 
Winners of Competitions

4.30-5.00 pm : Tea & Networking

Tuesday September, 17th  2017 

Morning Session

11:00am - 1:00pm

Afternoon Session

2:00pm - 5:00pm

The Pre-Symposium Workshops

Digital Marketing in 
Orthodontics
- Dr Ajit Kalia

Damon Basics - Dr Michael Bicknell
Damon Advance Mechanics - Dr Skander Ellouze

(Choose one of the above)

Registration Fees

Foreign Delegate : US$ 500

Indian Delegate : INR 20,000 

PG Student : INR 15,000 (limited seats)

The above fees includes scienti�c program, lunch, tea 
breaks and gala dinner as per the agenda.

Workshop (Hands-on)
(Morning Session) Time: 11:00am - 1:00pm

Digital Marketing in Orthodontics (Dr Ajit Kalia)

Foreign Delegates : US$ 50 (limited seats)

Indian Delegates : INR 2,000 (limited seats)

(Afternoon Session) Time: 2:00pm - 5:00pm

Damon Advance Mechanics ( Dr Skander Ellouze )

Damon Basics ( Dr Michael Bicknell )

Foreign Delegates : US$ 100 (limited seats)

Indian Delegates : INR 4,000 (limited seats)

Online Registration, Speakers' Bio
and Hotel Details

http://www.ormcosymposium.com

Cancellation Policy
thAny cancellations received after August 17 , 2019 are 

not refundable.

Gala Dinner

Ormco is pleased to invite you to the ''Meet and 
Greet'' which will take place in the same hotel on 

thMonday September 16  at 7:30pm.

- Participate to WINNoticed  
Damon   Finished Best 

Case Contest

EST

Damon Advance Mechanics 
by Dr Skander Ellouze

Damon Basics 
by Dr Michael Bicknell

Digital Marketing in Orthodontics 
by Dr Ajit Kalia

Pre-Symposium Workshops
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